The new audi r8

Configure your R8 or find an used car exchange as well as further information on our vehicle
range on our country-specific website. A sporty design and high-quality materials aren't found
just in Audi Sport vehicles, but also in the lifestyle products of the Audi Sport collection. Many
race cars from the more than year history of Audi Sport are icons today. Audi Sport carries the
genes from motorsport to the road, and no other model embodies this idea as consistently as
the Audi R8. The Audi R8 V10 plus is the strongest and fastest production Audi ever. You are
using an unsupported browser to access this website. To get the best User-Experience while
visiting the website, please use the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, Safari or Edge. Thank
you very much for your visit. Your Audi Team. Discover Audi as a brand, company and
employer on our international website. Experience our vision of mobility and let yourself be
inspired. Build your own, search inventory and explore current special offers. The feedback
form is currently unavailable. Please try again later. You may deactivate your ad blocker to view
the feedback form. R8 â€” Model overview. Production Models R8 V10 quattro A combination of
aesthetics and performance. Production Models R8 V10 performance quattro There is only one
direction here: forward. The R8 in your country Configure your R8 or find an used car exchange
as well as further information on our vehicle range on our country-specific website. Audi
collection Audi Sport collection A sporty design and high-quality materials aren't found just in
Audi Sport vehicles, but also in the lifestyle products of the Audi Sport collection. Read more.
More about Audi racing. Audi racing Audi racing models Many race cars from the more than
year history of Audi Sport are icons today. Your Audi Team Open website regardless. The
international Audi website Discover Audi as a brand, company and employer on our
international website. Error report The feedback form is currently unavailable. This is your
opportunity to enjoy the exhilarating performance that lies within. There is no other. This is the
track-inspired performance you are seeking. This is the rear-wheel drive Audi R8 Coupe. Every
component and detail, right down to its tapered design and lighter RWD chassis, have been
meticulously crafted to deliver an exhilarating drive. There is no substitute for this kind of
performance. Top track speed. Top track speed electronically limited in U. Obey all speed and
traffic laws. Sharp, fast, exotic. Embodying its motorsport DNA and powerful performance, the
honed exterior of the R8 Coupe is expressed through its front and rear bumpers, side skirts,
and darkened headlights. Meanwhile, its wide front grille to its signature Audi Sport oval
exhaust outlets firmly set it apart from the rest. Racing station. Put yourself at the helm of
exhilaration and strap yourself in. At the heart of this driver-centric cockpit is the flat-bottom
sport steering wheel with shift paddles and satellite buttons, giving you the ability to customize
the Audi R8 V10 Coupe to your driving style. Stay connected to the journey. The Audi virtual
cockpit is a fully digital The R8 Coupe has a third option: Sport mode, which displays a large,
central tachometer and performance statistics, such as a lap timer, horsepower and torque
gauge, G-meter, tire pressures and temperature. Limitations apply. Design is in the details.
Explore the R8 Coupe in the extended gallery. Rear-view of the Audi R8 Coupe parked on the
road. Bird's-eye view of the Audi R8 Coupe on the road. Three-quarter front profile of the Audi
R8 Coupe carving a corner. Three-quarter rear-view of the Audi R8 Coupe driving on the road.
Front profile of the Audi R8 Coupe parked on the road. Side profile of the Carbon fiber exterior
package on the Audi R8 Coupe. Close up of the exhaust on the Audi R8 Coupe. Available on the
R8 V10 and standard on V10 performance models, full LED headlights with Audi laser light
technology help you see things clearer. When conditions permit, the Audi laser light modules
activate, helping increase sight range. In addition, visual distinction is provided by a blue
structure within the headlights and dynamic turn signals. European model shown. Monoposto
cockpit design in the Audi R8 Spyder. Dual-zone automatic climate control system.
Multifunction steering wheel in the Audi R8 Coupe. The system features 13 active speakers and
a strategically placed subwoofer in the chamber of the front wheel, resulting in watts of
crystalline sound. Three-quarter front profile of the Audi R8 Coupe parked. A legendary sports
car to own. Performance specifications V10 performance. Horsepower Top track speed More
about the performance of the R8 Coupe. More about R8 Coupe Exterior Design. Front Side Rear.
More about R8 Coupe Interior Design. More about R8 Coupe Infotainment. Only drive and park
where permitted. See owner's manual for important information regarding off-pavement use.
Gallery Design is in the details. Side view of the Audi R8 Coupe. Side profile of the Audi R8
Coupe. Front profile of the Audi R8 Coupe. R8 badging on the Audi R8 Coupe. Leather seats in
the Audi R8 Coupe. Audi TT RS. Audi RS 5 Coupe. Audi R8 Spyder. VHost Audi Open Haus.
Extraordinary offers across the entire range. Shop online for the latest accessories. The new
Audi Q5. The perfect balance of luxury, technology and versatility. Our exclusive portal
designed to enhance your ownership journey. Audi 5 Year Service Plans available across the
entire range. Read the latest articles from Audi Magazine. The all-electric Audi e-tron range.
Audi Search. Watch the unveiling Discover more. Stock availability for. Select model e-tron. A1

Sportback. A3 Sportback. A3 Sedan. A3 Cabriolet. S3 Sportback. S3 Sedan. S3 Cabriolet. RS 3
Sportback. RS 3 Sedan. A4 Sedan. A4 Avant. A4 allroad quattro. S4 Sedan. S4 Avant. RS 4
Avant. A5 Sportback. A5 Cabriolet. S5 Sportback. S5 Cabriolet. RS 5 Sportback. A6 Sedan. S6
Sedan. RS 6 Avant. A7 Sportback. S7 Sportback. RS 7 Sportback. Q3 Sportback. RS Q3. RS Q3
Sportback. RS Q8. R8 Spyder. Audi e-tron. Audi e-tron Sportback. Audi A1. Audi A3. Audi A4.
Audi A5. A5 Coupe. S5 Coupe. Audi A6. A6 allroad quattro. Audi A7. Audi A8. S8 TFSI. Audi Q2.
Audi Q3. Audi Q5. Audi Q7. Audi Q8. Audi TT. TT Coupe. TTS Coupe. TT RS Coupe. Audi R8.
Audi 5 Year Service Plans available across the entire range Learn more. Read the latest articles
from Audi Magazine View articles. The all-electric Audi e-tron range Learn more. Audi is going
full steam ahead with the electrification of its line-up and in the coming years will launch a host
of new all-electric vehicles. Its most significant program is Project Artemis. The Audi is
expected to launch in and will land with an advanced Level 4 autonomous driving system. Tesla
has in some areas set standards for new technology. We observe them. During his interview
with Top Gear , Duesmann was asked about the possibility of the carmaker launching a new
electric R8 supercar. We could do it if we wanted to. Maybe we should do a new A2 â€” maybe
electric, maybe call it E2. The pro golfer underwent surgery following the accident that appears
to have happened in a Genesis Invitational courtesy vehicle. Lexus is expected to introduce the
NX shortly, with the market launch rumored for this fall. Skip to content. February 24, at am. The
hydrogen-powered Tre and Two trucks will launch in and respectively. The all-new Hyundai
Tucson will go on sale nationwide this spring with three powertrains. The Porsche Taycan
Cross Turismo has been tested in various locations for over , miles. All Rights Reserved. Now,
the flagship supercar, the R8, has finally arrived in the Philippines, joining the brand's
high-performance RS lineup. After two years on the market, the refreshed R8 is now available at
Audi dealerships across the country. It features new styling cues that give the supercar a more
aggressive look. Upfront, there's a restyled front bumper with larger intake vents and new
smaller side vents. Moving to the rear, the bumper gets a more prominent diffuser and larger
exhausts. A large one-piece panel has been fitted below the taillights to improve cooling. New
inch wheels round up the exterior changes for the R8. While the exterior gets a makeover, the
interior is carried over from the pre-facelift R8. Everything from the dashboard to the
three-spoke steering wheel and digital gauge cluster remains. Customers can also spec the
cabin of their R8 to their liking. It's the same story with the engine. The R8 V10 Plus is powered
by a naturally aspirated 5. A 7-speed S-Tronic dual-clutch transmission then sends power to
all-four wheels via the Quattro all-wheel-drive system. To improve its cornering ability, the
suspension was tweaked to improve handling and stability. Meanwhile, Audi magnetic ride
suspension continuously adapts the shock absorbers for various road surfaces and driving
style. The R8 may not be the most practical of the bunch, but it will certainly turn the most
heads driving around town. Interested in the Audi R8? You may visit any of the Audi Philippines
showrooms across the country to inquire about their newest supercar. The TRB and DOTr are
putting their foot down against motorists that constantly enter expressways with insufficient
load. Previous article -. Construction of Estrella-Pantaleon Bridge is now Mark Villar. Honda
Cars Philippines will get the boost they need with 11th generation Civic and all-new City
hatchback. It's not just the C-Class sedan that Mercedes-Benz launched. They also rolled out
the redesigned C-Class estate. Volkswagen PH will launch a new crossover very soon, the
T-Cross. Does this mean the new models are coming soon? Maxus D the SUV for those who
need performance, style, seating capacity, flexibility, and convenience. Fresh spy shots show
the full profile and shape of the all-new Hyundai Stare. Auto News. Previous article - Just a few
more months before the new Estrella-Pantaleon bridge opens Construction of
Estrella-Pantaleon Bridge is now Mark Villar Marcus De Guzman. Tags: audi audi philippines
audi r8 r8. Anton Andres. Is Suzuki preparing the all-new Swift for next year? Featuring daily
headlines and breaking news from the Philippine auto industry and around the world. All Rights
Reserved. Visit our affiliate website: MotoPinas. With a whopper of a V engine mounted behind
its high-tech cabin, the R8 is Audi's halo car. That can be a good or bad thing depending on
what you have in mind for your six-figure supercar. With as much as horsepower on tap, the R8
truly flies, and the exhaust note will send shivers down your spine. Inside, all of Audi's coolest
tech features are on display, including a reconfigurable digital gauge cluster with standard
built-in navigation. Fine materials are used throughout and make the cabin feel on par with the
R8's asking price. Audi has introduced rear-wheel drive on the hp entry-level versions of the
coupe and Spyder. This setup replaces last year's base offerings, which came with a hp V and
all-wheel drive. Now, in order to get all-wheel drive, you must step up to the more expensive and
more powerful R8 Performance models, which make horses. With a car as flashy as the R8, we'd
suggest going with the Spyder. After all, with the top down, passersby will be able to get a
better look at the lucky dog behind the wheel. Choosing between the standard and Performance

models is a tougher decision. On the one hand, even the hp V provides incredible acceleration
and the same bellowing wail as the hp version. On the other hand, rolling up to the next Cars
and Coffee event with the ultimate R8 may feel just a bit more awesome. The R8's V engine is
offered in two strengths, both potent enough to knock the wind out of unsuspecting passengers
and capable of searing your eardrums with their otherworldly exhalations. The R8's
seven-speed dual-clutch automatic isn't exactly the smoothest gearbox, though. It occasionally
downshifts too abruptly and perhaps too deeply, causing neck-snapping acceleration followed
by an almost immediate upshift to a higher gear. The base R8 comes standard with an adaptive
suspension, while Performance models are fitted with a more aggressive fixed-damper setup.
Both soak up bumps admirably and provide a comfortable ride that you could tolerate without
fatigue on long trips. The R8's supple nature comes with a drawback, however: In full-attack
mode, it simply doesn't handle corners as confidently as its rivals, and sometimes it feels more
unsettled than you'd expect a supercar to be. The standard steering setup is direct and relays
information from the road to the driver's hands with sufficient feel. An economical choice it is
not. But does that really matter? For the record, all-wheel-drive R8 variants, regardless of roof
type or horsepower rating, have the same EPA estimates for fuel economyâ€”but they aren't
impressive. So be it. Minimalism never felt so luxurious. By having the instrument cluster
double as the infotainment screen, Audi provides a refreshingly simple layout and lets the
beautifully sculpted sport seats and high-resolution digital gauge cluster take center stage in
the R8's cockpit. Audi allows for quite a bit of customization when it comes to interior colors
and textures: Black, gray, brown, and red leather are offered in either a flat or quilted pattern
and with matching or contrast stitching. Overall, it's a beautifully executed cockpit with
easy-to-reach controls, including slick features such as the ignition button located on the
steering wheel. No one buys a supercar for its practicality, and the R8 doesn't buck the segment
trend by offering real cargo capacity. In our testing, it provided space for just one of our
carry-on suitcases, so pack light. The excellent Virtual Cockpit gauge cluster does double duty
here, displaying both instrumentation and the MMI infotainment system. It feels as futuristic
here as it does in Audi's other cars , such as the A4 and the TT. High-resolution navigation is
standard, and the system can be controlled via voice commands, steering-wheel-mounted
buttons, or a clickwheel on the center console. Supercars, since they sell in such low volumes,
are rarely examined by our nation's safety agencies, and so the R8's crashworthiness is
unknown. Audi offers little in the way of driver-assistance features , but the R8 coupe comes
equipped with a full complement of airbags. Key safety features include:. The deal includes a
complimentary scheduled-maintenance visit within the first year of ownership. More Features
and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian.
More on the Audi R8. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Audi. With the R8, Audi has managed an amalgamation of stunning
design with more than adequate performance. It is also one of the most comfortable and
best-handling supercar in its class. The R8 is powered by a naturally-aspirated engine, which
makes it one of the best sounding cars in its class. This is the car which I call as the rarest of
the rarest car which scores meritoriously on both style and performance. A first glance at the
car and the hypnotizing eleme Read More. One of my favourite dream cars. I have experienced
the red Audi R8. Its engine roar is like winning the World War. Awesome car to drive. A perfect
combination of luxury and racing The car is a next-gen beast machine Read more about it here.
Audi claims the R8 can go from kmph in 3. In terms of fuel economy, the R8 manages a
combined figure of Audi R8 Features: The R8 is equipped with a host of features such as six
airbags, carbon- ceramic brakes, LED headlamps, front and rear parking sensors, reverse
parking camera, cruise control, a Both the cars come almost at the same cost and look ready to
lock horns. This adds several luxury and sports car brands under the VW Group umbrella. In an
attempt to diversify its portfolio Audi introduced the R8, its new flagship in supercar territory.
The R8 is based on the Lamborghini Gallardo platform. Vimal asked on 12 Jan For the
availability, we would suggest you walk into the nearest dealership as t Stay tuned. However,
the Audi Tho muje be ek dedijiye.. Audi R8 Change car. Key Specs of Audi R8 Engine : cc. BHP :
Mileage : 5. Specs and Features. Mercedes-Benz S-Class. S-Class Price in New Delhi. Rolls
Royce Phantom. Rolls-Royce Ghost. Ghost Price in New Delhi. Rolls Royce Dawn. Ferrari SF90
Stradale. Instead, it has a fair bit of understeer that helps find the limits of the car much easier
With a combined fuel economy of While some of its rivals can seat up to four passengers, the
R8 can only manage two. Stand Out Features. Write Your Review. Audi R8 - Breathtaking
Performance This is the car which I call as the rarest of the rarest car which scores
meritoriously on both style and performance. By ravinder. By selvarani. Audi r8 v10 One of my
favourite dream cars. By akash anand. I like this car and I want to drive this car. By ashok
verma. Be a part of Audi Awesome car to drive. By aanand sharma. R8 Reviews. By Dhruv. A

Dec 28, By CarDekho Oct 29, By Rachit Shad Jun 15, By Sumit Feb 13, Audi News. Audi R8
Expert Review. By Rahul Apr 08, Audi R8 Road
gas dryer fuse
how to read a schematic wiring diagram
craftsmen lawn mower
Test. Are you Confused? Latest Questions. Which audi car is used in tamil Movie I? Saran
asked on 17 Jan By Cardekho experts on 17 Jan Answer View Answer. Is Audi R8 available in
Tamil Nadu? Vimal asked on 12 Jan For the availability, we would suggest you walk into the
nearest dealership as t By Cardekho experts on 12 Jan Is Audi R8 available in white colour?
Kumkum asked on 9 Jan By Cardekho experts on 9 Jan What is the maximum difference
between the land and body of R8? The Audi R8 has a ground clearance of approximately mm.
By Cardekho experts on 23 Oct Can you tell me the cost of Audi R8 Spyder? Sreekanth asked
on 6 Sep The Audi R8 Spyder variant hasn't been launched in India. By Cardekho experts on 6
Sep View all Questions. Write a Comment Read More Write a Reply Write a Reply Popular
Upcoming. Audi A4 Rs. Audi A6 Rs. Audi Q2 Rs. Audi Q8 Rs. Audi A8 Rs. Audi Cars. Audi Q7
Rs. Audi e-tron Rs. Audi Q3 Rs. Audi Q5 Rs. Audi A3 Rs. Upcoming Audi Cars. V10 Plus cc,
Automatic, Petrol, 5.

